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Polish Muslimless Islamophobia

 Learning multiculturalism by dry run

 Fetishizing the nation state

 The quest for European identity



Multiculturalism by dry run



Poland as a homogenous country

a) 90% Christians, incl. 88% Catholics

b) 96% ethnic Poles; around 400 thousand non-ethnic Poles, incl. 200 thousand ethnic and national
minorities

c) Only 12% of Poles know personally a Muslim (2015)



Muslims in Poland

▪How many? From 15 to 45 

thousand for 38 million people
 around 0,1% of the whole

population

▪Who they are?

▪ The Tatars

▪ The Immigrants (incl. refugees)

▪ The Converts/New Muslims

Wiktor Dyndo, 2008



The clash of legacy

Muslim Religious Union

Association of Islamic Unity

Islamic Association Ahl-ul-Bayt

Ahmadiyya Moslem Association

Muslim League in Poland



Some data

Established

(year)

Members Imams/ 

„clergy”

Mosques/ 

prayer hallls

Muslim Religious Union 1936 1132 20 7

Association of Islamic Unity 1989 60 3 -

Islamic Association Ahl-ul-

Bayt

1990 59 1 1

Ahmadiyya Moslem

Association

1990 45 1 1

Muslim League in Poland 2004 3800 8 8



Distance from Polish

tent by M (top) and F 

(bottom), cm [2008]
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Glossary:
• amerykański – American, arabski 

= Arab, cygański = Gypsy, czeski = 
Czech, indyjski = Indian, niemiecki 
= German

• Bez warsztatów = no workshop
• Po warsztatach = after workshop



Typical Muslim by M (R) and F (L) [2008]
e = experiment group, c = control group









Fetishizing the 

nation state



Understaning nation

• Individualistic

• Civic ties

political

• Collective

• Ethnic, blood ties, ancestry

cultural



March of Independence



Fetishization of nation state: level hard



Spot the difference (Ukraine vs. MENA)



Generational difference (CBOS 2015)

 Islam causes danger accroding to:

59 percent of Poles between the ages of 18 to 24 

37 percent of Poles age 65 and older 



Role of social media

 Attention!! There are 2 Muslim women selling original

not expensive clothes . When a woman wanted to 

try on trousers, and she was with her husband, 

Muslims told her that there is a dressing room in a 

bus. After 15 minutes the woman did not turned

back, so the husband asked where is his wife, and 

they said there is no such person. There was an

argument and he got to the bus and there was an

Arab and 4 women put to sleep and his wife was 

fainting. The Arab wanted to drive away, but it was 

possible to take the women from the bus and 

escape. Be careful with these people, it was last

Sunday, and most probably not many people have

heard about it! Share!!

 [shared 13.679 times]



Visegrad Fund Study 2017

 Polish youth did not notice more refugees in their local area (75%),

 Polish youth knows that there are no positive effects from arrival of refugees (67%)

 Afraid of: 

 cultural and religious tensions (83%)

 increase in crime (65%)

 terrorist attacks (59%). 

 Not afraid of economic consequences of the migration.:

 salary reductions (6%) 

 losing jobs (13%)



While aborad…

 Anti-Muslim sentiments are used in order to legitimize

presence of Polish migrants in Western Europe

 Transplanted discourse + local (migrant) experts on 

Islam







Islamophobia and 

the quest for 

EUropean identity

The case of Poland



Views of the EU (Eurobarometer 2017)

 84% perceived EU positively, 9% negatively

 Two most positive results for Poles:

 Standard of living of EU citizens (36%)

 Free movement of people, goods and services within EU territory (31%)

 The top EU value of respecting democracy, human rights and the rule of law ranked on 5th

place among Polish public 

 What should a society emphasise in order to face major global challenges:

 Poles: progress and innovation 

 other EU citizens: social equality and solidarity 



From (be)longing to rebellion

 Polish Muslimless Islamophobia should be understood as a way of 

belonging to Europe (Bobako 2014)

 Poland joined the club, but remained only on a (semi-)peripheral
position 

 Transplanted discourse

 Islamophobia as confirming Polish membership in EU: Poles borrow

Islamophobic discourse from the „old” EU and use it at home to feel

included



Stop! To the mosque of 

radicals in Warsaw. 

Demonstration, Saturday. 

(…)

Stop – yes to prohibition of 

minarets



„Self-conscious Europeans” 

constituted around 1/3 of all mosque

opponents (2013)

Polish
Catholic
patriot

Self-conscious
European

Reciprociter
Expert on 

Islam

Freedom
fighter

Exceptionally
tolerant



Examples: self-conscious Europeans

 Stop Islamization of Europe

 Buidling a mosque in Poland is just another step to the slow Islamization

of Europe

 Let’s learn from the mistakes of France, Germany, England

NO to islamization of Poland, we don’t want the problems that face United 

Kingdom, Germany, Sweden, or France

 I can see what is going on in London and I don’t want the same in Poland

 I live in a country with a mosque on every street corner. I can see day by 

day the tragic consequences it produces



Mosque protest

Supporters of the mosque: Poland as the periphery of the EU =

shall adjust to the liberal democratic values of Europe.

Opponents of the mosque: historical idea of Poland as the

bulwark of Europe + problem of Islamization as a pan-

European one.

 In both cases Polish Islamophobic discourse was strongly linked

to the way in which the idea of Polish national identity was

managed vis-à-vis the European one



From (be)longing to rebellion

 Islamophobia as a tool in compensation and defensive strategies (Bobako 2017):

 Lacking economic capital – comparing to the ‘old’ EU member states – Polish

political leaders evoke and implement other types of capital, namely cultural

and political.

 Politically opposing refugee quotas proves that Poland regains its own
independence

Culturally: strengthening Polish tradition, and religious values not only can

‘spare’ Poland from Islam, but also cure the rest of the continent –> East

European messianism – belief that Poland has a special role to play in Europe

due to its unique history, tradition and morality. A significant part of its role is

rescuing Europe from Islamisation, which is understood as a part of a bigger

project of sparing it from moral decay



Should Poland accept refugees from Islamic countries, if there was a threat of losing EU funding? (2017)



Should Poland decline to 

accept refugees from 

Islamic countries even if:

[left] it means a cut (or

even loss) of EU funding

[right] that would meant

leaving EU
Glossary:

• tak = yes
• nie = no
• zdecydowanie = definitely
• raczej = rather
• niezdecydowanych = ~not sure



Why?

Values Economy

 Emergence of semi-authoritarian regimes 

located at the peripheries of the democratic 

EU community 

More at: Kelemen, D., 2017. Europe’s 

Authoritarian Equilibrium. Foreign Affairs [online],

22 December. 



The task

 You work for a Polish [institution] as policy advisor. This institution

would like to decrease the level of intolerance against Muslims in

their local community. Think about an action programme, bearing

in mind that the institution is located in a Polish small city.

 Use your Polish colleagues for local context.

 Institutions: Primary school; Secondary school; Parish; Islamic

organization; NGO; Local authorities; Political party.


